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ABOUT OUR CLUB – SYNOPSIS ON PURPOSE AND GOALS

In This Issue…

The Sleepy Hollow German Shorthaired Pointer Club is a “not for profit” Breed
Specific Dog Club. We were founded in 1988 by a small unit of very dedicated GSP
people. Throughout the years, we have grown to expand our horizons as we continue to
promote the health and welfare of the Versatile GSP.
The Sleepy Hollow GSPC, is an American Kennel Club Sanctioned Specialty Breed
Club. SHGSPC is also a member club of the German Shorthaired Pointer Club of
America. We promote the responsible breeding of the purebred GSP. We urge
members and breeders to accept the standard of the breed approved by the American
Kennel Club, as the only standard of excellence. The SHGSP Club conducts
Sanctioned Specialty Breed Shows, Obedience Trials, and Field Events held under the
Rules and Regulations of the American Kennel Club.
Our Club is about… Good Sportsmanship - Our members, their enjoyment of the
sport and willingness of their dogs. Education - Learning through the exchange of
knowledge within the membership.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE – KIMBERLY PETTS
Dear Members:
2020 was a very different and sometimes challenging year for everyone. Instead of focusing on what we didn’t get done, let’s look
at all the positive things that happened in our lives and the fun and enjoyable moments we had, no matter how small they may
have been.
Sadly, as many of you will have guessed our February specialty will not be on the calendar again this year. We are working
towards holding our specialty show in New Paltz and our hunt test again in September.
Zoom meetings are in our future! We will be holding our regular meetings by zoom this year. If you would like to join us send me
an email and I will add you to the list. The first meeting will be in February and details will be provided SOON!!
Let’s work together into 2021 with an open heart, mind and kindness towards every person we meet and let’s do it with a dog – or
loads of dogs – by our sides!
Kimberly
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FEATURE: SKIJORING WITH NANCY CAMP
Thank you to SHGSPC member Nancy Camp for this interview about her passion for the sport of skijoring!
The simplest description of skijoring is being pulled by dogs while you're on skis, can you expand a bit?
Yes. Skijoring is Norwegian for ski driving. You can be pulled by anything that has enough power to pull you. Dogs and reindeer
(yes, reindeer) are traditionally used in Norway but in Colorado, being pulled by a galloping horse is quite popular. Using a sled
(mushing) is common on this continent but Norwegians, it is said, are born with skis on their feet, so that is the way they go there
and that’s where it started a thousand or more years ago.
Because Norway could not obtain speedy Alaskan Husky’s for a long time, they crossed GSP’s and Pointers with Siberians to
improve speed and add a little insulation. The Siberian Husky has no angulation in the rear and is best for pulling heavy loads.
With the cross to Pointers, they achieved angulation and with it, velocity. They are called Eurohounds. Another common cross is
GSP and Greyhound. That said, as we know GSP’s are very fast and purebreds are frequently used.
Are you on one ski/snowboard or two x-country skis?
Generally two xc skis are used. Most commonly, racing is done on skate skis.
They look just like a normal xc ski but a different technique is used. Regular old cross country (XC) skis and boots from a garage
sale are just fine to start out on though. Practice a bit on the skis to get the hang of it or take a lesson at a local XC ski resort. The
dogs pull plenty but the skier assists with propulsion, particularly up hills. A snow board would limit your ability to help but with
enough dog power, gosh, a snowboard could work.
Cross country skis with no metal edges are preferred for safety reasons (what if you run over a paw!) but on particularly narrow,
fast trails through the woods, I’ve sometimes used my downhill equipment with great care because of the greater stability and
control they offer. If the snow is soft and deep, you can use a wider ski known as a backcountry cross country ski. Oh, and of
course you will need some ski poles.
Are there special harnesses and equipment you need? Where can you get the equipment?
A mushing harness is good because it eliminates pressure on the dog’s airway and the padding and proper spacing reduce or
eliminate any problems with rubbing. Because of the deep chest of our breed, custom harnesses will fit generally fit better than
typical husky sledding harnesses. That said, there are some European harnesses that are made for their deep chested sprinting dogs
and are very nice but hard to order (from Czechoslovakia).
I had mine made by a small mushing supply company in Maine, Nooksack Racing Supply. I think the custom made one was $35.
Hard to beat. Besides the dog harness, you’ll need
a bungie line for one or two dogs and a belt or harness for yourself to attach you to the dogs. I purchased the tug lines from
Nooksack but already had a rock climbing harness which works really well.
Really though, if you’re trying it for the first time and won’t be going far, a belt, any line, and a harness you already own will be
OK. That’s how I started. You can even hold the line instead of attaching it to yourself. That way you can let go if you feel, for
instance, that the downhill is too much for you or if there is an obstruction in the trail.
Do the dogs need to wear boots? How far/how long do you run/ski? Are there special places to skijor or anywhere people
x-country ski?
I’ve found that my GSP’s have very big tough feet. For the first outing or two of the season and in some conditions, it’s good to
use zinc paste (big glob stuffed in the central webspace). Boots work too and are sometimes necessary especially for long tours or
rough snow conditions. The mushers generally use soft fleece booties. If you get them, it’s best to order them from a mushing
supply company. Those mushers take their booties very seriously. I took Annie and Grace to Ontario last year when it was very
cold. To my surprise, by the end of two weeks, the dogs had grown big tufts of hair in their feet. Versatile breed indeed. When the
dogs are moving fast, you could dispense with a jacket when it’s above, say 10 degrees but I usually put one on or more on over
the harness because when you stop, they get cold fast. For that reason, if I need to stop for more than a minute, I let them run free
to keep warm.
A typical distance for me to skijor is 6 hilly miles but when well conditioned, they can go further, probably much further—not at
full tilt, of course. Can I? is a relevant question. Regarding venues, that’s a source of contention for me. Hate to say it but XC
skiers can be a finicky crowd. Understandably they don’t want paw holes punched a beautifully groomed track (which rarely
happens) or for you to ruin their set tracks (which would be very rude) so many commercial xc ski venues restrict dogs. But there
are some that allow it. All state and national forests allow dogs on their trails as well as most parks and golf courses. Unplowed
forest roads and bike paths are excellent too. I try to avoid snowmobile trails when I can because there is sometimes drinking and
60mph driving going on. Yikes. And blind curves. Takes some fun out of it.
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SKIJORING, CONTINUED
I tend to follow the snow and spend my winters obsessing over weather.gov/nerfc/snow where the beloved National Weather
Service maps the current snow depth, snow forecast and potential melting. I’m usually on my own so I like to go to nice safe
places like the Shawangunks (New Paltz, NY), Vermont and Canada but if the snow’s really good, I’ll go anywhere.
Here are some places I’ve been:
New York
Lake Minnewaska (lower Awosting trail), Mohonk Preserve (lower trail although I have skied the upper trail on a weekday when
no one was looking) Central and Prospect Park,
many Adirondack locales
Tug Hill Plateau near Syracuse
Vermont
Green Mountain National Forest (Catamount trail, Bingo Road, Blueberry Hill), Dutch Hill (Readsboro,VT). Note Blueberry Hill
has a nice Inn and lots of trails.
In NH, Bear Notch XC Ski area allows dogs on their groomed trails and they have dog friendly cabins. I haven’t been there yet
but they were very nice on the phone.
Farther afield, Algonquin Provincial Park in Ontario was spectacular. There is a dog sledding outfit there which will support a
backcountry trip for the deeply adventurous.
I can’t leave out snowy Colorado where the skiing dependably starts in October and ends in May. Getting there, however, is a big
undertaking.
Anywhere they are mushing is a go. The PA dog sledding club runs in north central PA and on New York State’s Tug Hill Plateau
with its lake effect snow. NH and Maine have mushing clubs. Although I haven’t contacted them, they are a friendly crowd and
could be a good resource to discover new trails.
How do/did you train your dogs to pull? I've seen one and two dog teams, are two harder to work with? I've also seen one
running ahead - not connected, does this make it easier or harder?
Train to pull? I need instructions on how to stop them!
Best to start with one. More than 3 would be overkill.
Generally, you wouldn’t free run a dog out front for fear of developing a dependency on chasing in the dog pulling you. I’m sure
there are times when using a “prey” dog would be appropriate but so far I haven’t needed that. Generally, the dogs are side by side
with or without a neck line attaching their collars. Occasionally I’ll just use one and let the other run free but not as a part of
training.
The commands you can work on on foot are :
Line Out (pull the slack out of the line, then wait for me to say Hike)
Hike (Go fast)
Easy (go cautiously)
Gee (right turn)
Haw (left turn)
On By (pass another team without getting distracted)
Whoa (stop)
You can train the Gee and Haw commands by letting the dog pull you up to a fence or a bench and then turning the dog by taking
the line in hand while you say the command. Common wisdom has it that you teach them Gee for 2 weeks then Haw for 2 weeks
so they don’t get confused. They are amazing at staying on the trail and responding to subtle body language (they can see behind
them) combined with leash persuasion for direction. I’ve never had a problem with the two dogs running two different ways
around an object. This of course is something you anticipate and avoid but they seem to understand without much prompting.
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SKIJORING, CONTINUED
What happens if your GSP slams to a stop to point something? LOL!! Can you stop as fast as your dogs can??
Funny but there aren’t too many animals out and about in the winter forest. We don’t have Ptarmigan here. The most common
reason by far for the dog to stop is to eliminate. The XC ski is not the best stopping device for sure. But the dogs are 8-10 feet in
front of you so you have that much time to avoid running over poo and the pup. Seems to be enough time. And then another 8 feet
to slow the other dog and stop if before you start tugging the poo bear. Surprisingly, not a huge problem. They tend to eliminate
when you are just starting out so you learn to anticipate. None-the-less, it’s a very good reason to avoid metal edged skis.
Are there skijoring competitions? Have you competed?
There are and I have.
I was a downhill resort skier living out west when I saw an ad for a skijoring race in Pagosa Springs, CO. Annie was young and a
major leash puller. I knew I could ski so I cheekily entered the race. A week before the race, I tried it out with Annie on my diy
equipment in a local park. When I got to the race I borrowed the appropriate equipment from the very friendly people and raced in
a short beginner’s race. I was hooked. Initially it was just Annie but then I moved back East and Grace came along and joined the
fun when she was old enough.
How long have you been skijoring?
About 4 years.
Are there clubs?
There are. They are mainly linked to sled dog clubs and the races are usually for both sports. Although they are very active in
Alaska, Minnesota, Wisconsin, the Upper Peninsula of Michigan and Quebec, they are a bit less popular here because good snow
is not a given. I haven’t yet been involved with them in the East. It seems like every time I want to go to a race it is cancelled due
to low snow conditions or I’m unavailable. This year it’s due to COVID.
What's the best way to get started?
Well, if anyone has an interest, I’d be more than happy to help out. I even have extra equipment. I feel that after all the organised
GSP community has done for me, it’s a pleasure to pay something back. Not to mention it’s a gas.
Here are a few youtube videos that Nan provided so you can see exactly what this exciting sport looks like!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mTZNRPU2ja0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0WcRlyYMUsw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gtb2JnpSaco
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mpybWNqWN38
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=He8QDKjMIBU
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A GSP STORY: AKA “THE NOSE KNOWS” SANDY CLARK

Muggy rainy FALL day...Left our deck slider door (with the in/out doggy flap insert) open all day.
Bob and I were peacefully watching TV. Elle was snoozing between us.
We all were in the Sunroom that opens to our 12x15 dining room.
Elle opts to get off the couch to stretch her booty. As soon as her back paws hit the ground... “Something” moves along
the dining room floor.
Elle sees “it” and genetically morphs into a field trial dog at the breakaway!!
Woo-hoo game on!
Elle covers the dining area in a nanosecond and (to give credit where credit is due) slam-locks into the most beautiful
(whore-ish “Twist”) point 🥰
ELLE is convinced there is something in the corner of the room behind a Chair...
I managed to relocate (drag) Elle behind a closed door.
Then, Bob and I looked under the chair... clinging to the wood molding was a flippin TOAD!!
Well... you can run (or/ hop) but you cannot hide!
I lifted back the chair and Bob scooped the critter up into a plastic cup.
We have have all heard of ARNOLD the “Terminator.
As of today there is now BOB the “Toad-in-ator!”
Mr. Toad has had his last ride.
RIP.
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BRAGS
Paul and Deb Brooks: DePaws Irresistible Ivy Reaching for the Stars finished her GCH and made the top 25 GSP's for the
year

Nancy Camp: Grace completed her JH at Eastern GSP tests in October. Her final qualifying score card was 9-9-8-8.
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BRAGS, CONTINUED
Diane Prohaska: MBIS MBISS MBISOH MxCH AmGCHS Hideaway Acres Glass Slipper RN CA. We are so proud of Ella
who finished 2020 as Dog of the Year - Mexico. It was a very exciting year amongst all the chaos. I was able to see Ella win
her last weekend in Mexico with a Best in Show and Reserve Best in Show. She won 12 Best in Shows and set GSP and Pointing
dog records all during a year where only 1/2 the normal amount of shows were held. She came home through Florida in
December and along the way won a huge Best of Breed and specialty Select Bitch in Florida during the AKC Invitational week
ending the year amongst the Top GSPs in the US with only two weekends of showing.here.

Susan and Diane
Prohaska: Hideaway
Acres You Own a Piece
of My Heart. Cindy hits
the show ring and wins a
Specialty Reserve Winners
Bitch at the Northern
Florida GSP Club in
Florida. Cindy is out of
Meggie & Rudy and
owned/bred by me and my
mom.
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BRAGS, CONTINUED
Denise Avery: The goal board here at Windheim was wiped clean somewhere around May, but the year wasn't a total loss:
Tess, UCH Windheim's Pale Ale RA JH, added Dock Senior to her name in late September. Tess loves to fly!

Raven, UCH, URO-1 Windheim's Dark Desire JH RE BN completed her Senior Hunter this fall,

Mali, Windheim's Good Gracious earned both her JH and RN this fall.
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SERVICES
Have a service or business you’d like to promote? Know of an organization that our members may be interested in?
Here’s the place to promote it. Send info in to Denise or Karen.
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